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Abstract 
Reed, G.M., and D.W. McIntyre, A Moore space with calibre (w,, w) but without calibre w,, 
Topology and its applications 44 (1992) 325-329. 
A topological space has calibre w, (respectively calibre (w,, w)) if every point-countable (respec- 
tively point-finite) family of nonempty open sets is countable. An example is given in ZFC of a 
zero-dimensional, a-closed-discrete Moore space with a point-countable base which has calibre 
(WI 9 w) but not calibre wI 
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1. Introduction 
A topological space has calibre o, (respectively calibre (w, , w)) if every point- 
countable (respectively point-finite) family of nonempty open sets is countable, 
and has Property K if every uncountable family of nonempty open sets has an un- 
countable linked (= pairwise nondisjoint) subfamily. Clearly, separability implies 
calibre w,, calibre o, implies calibre (w,, w) and Property K, and calibre (o,, w) or 
Property K implies the countable chain condition (CCC). At a seminar in Oxford in 
1987, Watson showed that, although the product of two separable spaces is always 
separable, and although it is consistent and independent that the product of two CCC 
spaces has CCC, there is an absolute example of two spaces with calibre (w,, w) 
such that their product lacks calibre (w,, w) [5]. The example given was 
not first-countable, and the question arose as to whether a first-countable example, 
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or even a Moore space example, could be found. In particular, since calibre w, is 
preserved by arbitrary products, it was asked whether calibre (w,, W) was in fact 
equivalent to either calibre w, or CCC for Moore spaces. 
In [l, 31, the authors showed that, given a first-countable T,-space X, there is a 
Moore space M such that M has any one of the above chain conditions if and only 
if X does. In [l] the second author established the relative strengths of these chain 
conditions for Moore spaces. However, he gave only a consistent example of a 
Moore space with calibre (w, , w) but without calibre w,: all other implications were 
established in ZFC or shown to be independent and consistent. In Section 3 we 
exhibit in ZFC a zero-dimensional, a-closed-discrete Moore space with a point- 
countable base, which has calibre (w, , w) but not calibre wl. The completed lattice 
of implications is given in Fig. 1. 
In Section 4 we show that the product of the space in Section 3 with any space 





Fig. 1. Implications between the chain conditions for Moore spaces. 
2. Basic constructions 
We first review two methods, both due to the first author, of constructing Moore 
spaces from first-countable ones (see [3]). 
Construction 2.1. Let (X, 9) be a first-countable T,-space. For each x E X, fix a 
basis {B,(x): n E w} for 3 at x such that, for each n E w, B,+,(x) E B,,(x). Put 
Y = X u (X x w). Let Y be the topology on Y in which elements of X x w are 
isolated, and in which a basis neighborhood of XE X is of the form 
C,(x) = {x>u {(Y, n>: (n 2 m) A (YE B,(x))). 
Then (Y, 9’) is a Moore space. 
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Construction 2.2. Let (X, 5) be a first-countable T,-space. For each x E X fix a 
basis {B,,(x): n E W} for 9 at x such that, for each n E w, B,+,(x) E B,(x). Put 
M=Xx’“w. For .f=(n,,,. . . , nk), g=(m,,, . ., m,)~’ Ww, define f-g= 
(n,,, . ‘. 1 n,, %, . ‘. , WI,). For p = (x,f) E A4, n E w, define 
G,(P)=(P) ~~{(Y,.f-g): kfti)fi(rankfc ~\~)A(YE Bncoi+n(~f)i-. 
Let 9? be the topology on M generated by {G,,{ p): n E w, p E M). Then (M, ‘%!) is 
a Moore space. 
Construction 2.2 is very useful in that the space so constructed satisfies any one 
of a number of conditions such as separability, calibre o,, calibre (w,, w) and the 
countable chain condition if and only if the “base” space X does. However, to 
ensure regularity of A4, X must itself be regular. To build our example in Section 
3, we adapt this construction for a particular (nonregular) space in such a way that 
the space we end up with is regular. 
3. A Moore space 2 with calihre (w,, W) but without calibre w, 
Recall that a subset X of the real line is a A-set if every countable subset of X 
is a G,-subset of X in the metric topology, and that if A is a subset of the real line 
which is not null, then there is a A-set X of cardinality w, with X C_ A. In [4] it is 
shown that the “tangent disk” space over a h-set is pseudo-normal (that is, if H 
and K are disjoint closed sets, and H is countable, then there exist disjoint open 
sets U and V such that H c U and K E V). By a similar argument, the following 
holds: 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a h-set with its induced topology 9, and for each x E X let 
{B,(x): n E OJ} be a basis for 9 at x such that for each n E w, Z?,,+,(x) E B,,(x)G 
(x-_~“, x+2-“). Let (Y, S) be as in Construction 2.1 above. If H G X is countable, 
and K = X\ H, then there exist U, V E Y with V n V = fl such that H C U, K & V. In 
particular, in the notation of Construction 2.1, there is a function rn : X + w such that 
( U C.,,,Jx)) n( W Cr,,,l(x)) =8.
.x i H YCK 
Construction of the space 2. For n E w and i E Z”, let I,,,, = (i.2-“, (i + 1).2-“). Put 
1, = UKZ” Z,,i, and A = nniw I,. Let X 5 A be a A-set of cardinality w, . Let L : X + w, 
be a bijection, and define a well-ordering < on X by x < y if and only if L(X) 4 L(Y). 
For n E w, define an equivalence relation -n on X by x -,y if and only if, for some 
iE2”, {x, y}~ Z,,,,. Let A,(x) denote the equivalence class of x in X under -n, and 
let B,(x) = {y E A,(x): x =G y}. Let Y be the topology generated by {B,(x): n E W, x E 
X}. Since this topology refines the usual metric topology on X, the result of Lemma 
3.1 still applies. Observe that, for any x E X and n E w, A,,(x)\&(x) is countable. 
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Let Z=Xx”“o. Forfe’” w, nEW,definef”n=f-‘(n). Forp=(x,f)~Z, mEw, 
define 
k(p) ={(y,f *n): (~2 ml A (YE &(x1)1. 
Notice that {p} u D,(p) “looks like” the basic neighbourhood C,,,(x) in Construc- 
tion 2.1 above, and that if (x, f), (y, g)E 2 with f # g then for any n, m E w, 
D,((x, f)) n D,((y, g)) = 0. We will define a topology on Z in such a way that, if 
p E U for some open set U, then D,(p) z U for some m E w. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that P G X X"W for some n E w, and that 1: P + w is a function. 
Let U = l.J,,p D,( p,( p). Then there is a function m : X x"+' w + w such that, if p E U 
and q E (X x"+' CO)\ U, then 
D,(,)(P) n D,(s,(q) = 0. 
Proof. Let f En+’ w, and let k = f( n). By an earlier remark, it will be sufficient to 
define m on X x {f} in such a way that DmC,,)( p) n DmCs,(q) = 0 for appropriate 
p, q E X x {f }. Notice that U n (X x {f}) is of the form (lJYES B,(x)) x {f}, for some 
subset S of X. Define 
H= U AL(~) U &(x). 
x E s \ \-ES 
Then H is countable, so by Lemma 3.1 there is a function m’: X + w such that for 
XEH,~EX\H, 
D,w((x,f)) n D,w((y,f )) = 0. 
If we then define m((x, f)) = max{k, m’(x)}, it is easy to verify that m is as in the 
statement of the lemma. 0 
Now let p =(x, f)E Z and n E w. Let dam(f) = N. We define, by induction on 
k E w, subsets U(n, p, k) of X xNtkq and functions mk : U(n, p, k) + w, as follows: 
let U(n, p, 0) = {p}, and let m,,(p) = n. Now suppose U(n, p, k) and mk have been 
defined.ApplyLemma3.2withP=U(n,p,k),n=N+kandf=mk.PutU(n,p,k+ 
1) = U and mk+l = ml U(n,p,k+l), where U and m are as in the statement of the 
theorem. Define U,(p) = Ukt,,, U( n, p, k). 
Let 94 = { U,,( p): n E w, p E Z}. Then B is a subbasis for a topology % on Z. By 
the way they were constructed, if BE 93 and q E Z\B, then for some n E w, U,,(q) n 
B = 0. Thus each B E 92 is clopen, so (Z, %) is zero-dimensional. Also, if (x, f) E 
U,,((y, g)), then y < x. Since there are only countably many such y, n and g, 93 is 
point-countable. Thus (Z, %) has a point-countable base. It is easy to verify that 
(Z, %) is T, and o-closed-discrete. In particular (Z, 021) is T3, cT-closed-discrete and 
first-countable, hence it is a Moore space [2]. Thus it remains only to verify that 
(Z, %) has calibre (w, , W) but not calibre w, . 
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Let {U,: LY E w,} be a family of nonempty open subsets of 2. For each (Y E w,, 
choose x, E X and fU E two such that (x,,,J;,) E U,,. By the construction, for each 
(Y E w,, we can choose n, E w such that D,,,((x~,~,)) s U,. There existfE<” w, n E w 
and A G w, with A uncountable, such that for each LY, p E A, fa =J; n, = n and 
X- a ,,xp. Since A is uncountable, for some (Y E A there are infinitely many p E A 
with x0 < x,. Then, since (x,,,f’n)E U, for each such p, the family {U,: (Y E w,} is 
not point-finite. Thus (2, Q) has calibre (w, , w). 
However, for each (Y E w, let x, = L-‘(Q), and let Vu = U”((x,, @). Then {V,: LY E 
o,} is an uncountable point-countable family of nonempty open sets, so (2, %) 
does not have calibre w, . 
4. Products of spaces with calibre (q, w) 
It is well known that, under MA+lCH, products of spaces with CCC have CCC. 
Indeed, under MA+lCH, CCC implies Property K, and (in ZFC) the product of 
a space with Property K and a space with CCC has CCC. By analogy with this 
proof, we make the following definition: a space has Property K, if, for every family 
{U,: (Y E w,} of nonempty open sets, there is an uncountable subset A of o, such 
that, for every r G A with ]rl= w, ncY.,,. U, f 0. It is easy to show that the product 
of a space with Property K, and one with calibre (w,, w) has calibre (o,, w). 
Moreover, the proof given that the space in Section 3 has calibre (w,, w) in fact 
implies that it has the stronger Property K,. 
As observed in [l], the space given by applying Construction 2.2 to a Souslin 
space has calibre (o,, o), but its square lacks calibre (w,, co). The authors know of 
no absolute example of a Moore space with this property. 
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